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Power relay - Current monitoring relay AR12DX-230V

Eltako
AR12DX-230V
22001130
4010312205426 EAN/GTIN

41,98 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 4-5 days* (USA)

Current relay AR12DX-230V Design of the electrical connection screw connection, rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 250 ... 250V, type of voltage for actuation AC,
current measuring range 32 ... 0.1A, min. adjustable off-delay time 0s, max. permissible off-delay time 120s, number of Contacts as NC contacts 0, number of contacts as NO
contacts 0, number of contacts as changeover contacts 1, width 18mm, height 58mm, depth 58mm, current relay, stand-by loss only 0.8 watts. Modular installation device for
mounting on DIN rail (1 HP). Simply connect the N conductor to terminal (N) and L to 1 (L). This results in an additional stand-by consumption of only 0.1 watts. If the contact is
used to control switching devices that do not switch at zero crossing themselves, (N) should not be connected, otherwise the additional closing delay will have the opposite
effect. With an internal toroidal current transformer, the alternating current of 0.1A up to a maximum of 32A flowing through a consumer V1 is compared with the set value and if
it is exceeded, a relay switches off a consumer V2 connected to 2 or a consumer V3 connected to 3 within 0.5 seconds. Adjustment accuracy plusminus5%. From 25A the relay
always switches on. The latest hybrid technology combines the advantages of wear-free electronic control with the high performance of special relays. The current base A is set
with the lower latching rotary switch A.
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